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I.

INTRODUCTION

future. These strategies must also ensure that

For generations, the conservation of America’s
forests and the flora and fauna that rely on the
unique forest ecosystems has been a central

communities have the land needed for housing,
economic development and other uses important
to the health of local communities.

concern for communities at the local, state and

A series of tools is available to facilitate

national levels. Current initiatives to ensure clean

partnerships between private landowners and

air and clean water, and to mitigate climate

cities, counties and states to protect lands in

change highlight the key functions that forests

perpetuity, for specified amounts of times, or

play. In recent decades, the recreational use of

under specific conditions. Different contexts and

forests and wildlands have also been a growing

conditions call for different tools. As we consider

focus for local active-living initiatives. While

which of these strategies may be best suited for

much of the forestland in the United States is

Alachua County, this case example describes each

publicly protected in national, state and local

of the primary conservation tools available to

parks, millions of acres are privately-held working

landowners and policymakers.

forests that play a critical role in the national
economy, contributing over $115 billion to the

Following these descriptions are the stories of

Gross Domestic Product each year through timber

three communities across the country that have

harvesting and other economic uses.1

successfully used some of these tools to conserve
forest lands for recreation, water protection,

Privately-held farms and forests are increasingly

wildlife habitat and other uses. Although some

tapped for development as the U.S. population

of the conservation projects presented rely on

grows and communities expand into previously

unique geographic or political partnerships and

undeveloped areas. Consequently, there is a

circumstances, many of the broader lessons may be

growing need to create incentives for working

applicable to Alachua County.

forests to remain in active use so that they
contribute to local economies while remaining

The document closes with a summary of lessons for

undeveloped and available for ecological

Gainesville and Alachua County drawn from each

conservation or recreation purposes well into the

of these conservation examples.

1

National Alliance of Forest Owners. “Working Forests.” http://nafoalliance.org/policy-issues/working-forests/.
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This working forest conservation case example

restrictive zoning. These allow local governments

is presented as part of a larger process for

to permanently protect agricultural land,

envisioning the future of Alachua County. As

forest land and special habitat by transferring

development and growth in Alachua County

the development allowed by right on the

moves forward, conserving some natural lands for

property to other designated areas within the

future generations will be a critical component of a

jurisdiction, effectively rezoning the property

successful, healthy future. Alachua County currently

while preserving its full value for the landowner.

has rich natural lands and resources that can foster

Typically, development rights are separated from

a vibrant, healthy community for flora, fauna and

the conserved property, which is then protected

residents alike, provided that some of these critical

in perpetuity. The landowner can then use the

habitats are conserved as part of the overall growth

severed development rights to develop land in

strategy in the county.

other areas at an increased intensity, or can sell
these rights to developers to realize their value.
TDRs can be a good alternative to restrictive

II. CONSERVATION TOOLS AND
STRATEGIES

zoning in cases where significant land value might
be lost by simply rezoning property. TDRs also

A number of conservation strategies and tools

offer a tool for local governments to direct growth

are available to communities seeking to protect

towards specific areas or parcels.

undeveloped land for agriculture, habitat and
recreation. This section provides a snapshot of

Land exchanges. In a land exchange, two parcels

each category of tools, including many that provide

are traded in a single transaction. Much like TDRs,

innovative alternatives to traditional conservation

land exchanges ensure that lands valued for

strategies.

conservation are preserved while those appropriate

Restrictive zoning. One conservation tool used in
some areas is restrictive zoning, a strategy in which
a local government enacts zoning restrictions on
a property that limit permitted uses to agriculture,
recreation, forestry, or other uses that do not
conflict with conservation goals. However, imposing

for growth are developed without penalizing the
landowner with a loss of monetary value. In most
land exchanges, public land with development
value is traded for private land with conservation
value; however, exchanges may also be between
public agencies or nonprofit organizations.

such strict limits on how property owners may

Fee estate and fee simple purchases of land. In

use their land may result in a loss of value for

these types of purchases, local governments, land

landowners, making this option infeasible for many

trusts or other entities acquire the title, structures

cities and counties.

and all development rights associated with real

Transfer of development rights (TDR). Transfer
of development rights is an alternative to

2
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the land to another organization or governmental

but protects public access or other forms of

agency for this purpose. In a variant of this strategy,

recreational use, typically in perpetuity. In some

a landowner may also opt to sell land for below

cases, a state or regional parks service may

market value to enable a conservation organization

manage land protected under recreational

or local government to purchase land it might

easements.

otherwise be unable to finance. In this case, there
are typically tax benefits for the landowner to
compensate for the loss.

Land donation. A land donation occurs when a
property owner willingly chooses to donate land
with conservation, agricultural or recreational value

Conservation easements. Conservation

to a local government or nonprofit organization

easements allow working forests and agricultural

for the purposes of conserving it. Recipients of

lands to remain in economically productive use,

land donations may be established land trusts,

but protect land from degradation by limiting

state or local governments, or other organizations

uses to specific activities. Landowners who sell

equipped to manage and maintain the land. The

easements retain ownershiop of their property

donation typically provides tax benefits to the

and the right to use their land for forestry and

landowner or, in the case of donations by will, to

farming activities and may also qualify for federal

the estate of the donor.

tax benefits. Holders of the easements—often local
governments, land trusts or nonprofit conservation
organizations—must work with landowners

III. CONSERVATION EXAMPLES

to monitor the properties to ensure that only

This series of conservation examples highlights

permitted uses occur. Some easements may also

working forest conservation partnerships using

provide public recreational access to the land,

the tools and strategies discussed above in three

where appropriate.

states—Maryland, Florida and Montana.

Under an agricultural conservation easement, a

Each conservation example is organized into the

landowner retains the title of the land, but sells

following sections:

development rights to the land. Agricultural
operations, including ranching and logging,
are permitted to continue on the land provided

i.

Overview and Context

ii.

How the Program Operates

specific conditions are met. In some cases,

iii. Innovation and Accomplishments

agricultural easements may also contain clauses

Each of these conservation examples uses a unique

that allow the land to transition to recreational or

combination of conservation tools to achieve

conservation uses if active agricultural use is no

the same end: the protection of forestland in

longer viable.

perpetuity for conservation, agricultural, forestry

Another form of easement, a recreational

and recreational purposes.

easement, operates in the same manner,
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1)

Maryland Rural Legacy Program

and general obligation bonds from the state’s
capital budget in the conservation of Maryland’s

Overview and Context

privately-held open space and farmland. The

The State of Maryland has rich resources of

program emphasizes public-private partnerships

active farmland and stunning forests, but it is also

in which local governments, land trusts and other

home to some of the country’s fastest growing

conservation organizations can work with property

suburban areas. Over the past several decades, the

owners to identify the most effective ways to

Washington, DC commutershed has continued to

protect forests, agricultural lands and open space

expand, and many Maryland cities and counties

to achieve multiple goals.

have grown enormously to meet new housing
demand. Consequently, there has been a great

How the Rural Legacy Program Operates

deal of development pressure on the state’s

Under the Rural Legacy Program, local

agricultural lands and forests.

governments and private land trusts identify Rural
Legacy Areas—areas rich in natural or cultural

The Maryland Rural Legacy Program is a state

resources. When priority areas are identified, the

program enacted by the Maryland Legislature in

local governments and private land trusts apply

1997 to create alternatives for private landowners

for competitive funds to preserve those resources.

faced with the dilemma of whether or not to sell

Conservation efforts can expand existing programs

their farms and forest lands to developers. The

or create new ones.

program’s goals include establishing greenbelts
of forests and farms around rural communities in

The Maryland Rural Legacy Advisory Committee

order to preserve cultural heritage and sense of

and Board oversees the competitive grant process,

place; preserving critical habitat for native plant

and evaluates each proposed Rural Legacy Area for

and wildlife species; supporting natural resource

its significance with respect to natural and cultural

economies such as farming, forestry, tourism and

resources, the magnitude of the development

outdoor recreation; and protecting riparian forests,

threats facing it, and the economic value of the

wetlands and greenways to buffer the Chesapeake

industries or activities such as forestry, agriculture,

Bay and its tributaries from pollution runoff. The

recreation and tourism that will be protected. Also

Rural Legacy Program provides funding to conserve

considered are the strengths of the public-private

large, contiguous tracts of land to help meet

partnerships for the proposed project, the ability

these goals. The program also helps provide a

of the local jurisdiction or organization to match

sustainable land base for natural resource-based

funds, and the ability of the project sponsors to see

industries.2

the project through and meet the goals of the Rural
Legacy Program. Each proposal is scored based on

Since 1997, the Rural Legacy Program has invested

a set of specific criteria, and projects are funded

funds from Maryland’s Program Open Space

accordingly.

2

Maryland Department of Natural Resources. “Land Acquisition and Planning Celebrates 12th Anniversary of Maryland’s Rural
Legacy Program.” http://www.dnr.state.md.us/land/rurallegacy/ 12thAnniversary.asp.
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Map 1: Areas preserved through the Maryland Rural Legacy Program as of September 2010.
(Source: Maryland Department of Natural Resources)
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The Rural Legacy Program is intended to be

acres of privately-held open space.3 Considered

flexible, so it can adapt to the unique needs of

a national model for public-private conservation

each community. Consequently, the program

partnerships, demand for the program funding—

allows project sponsors to use a wide range of

over $259 million since the program’s inception4

conservation tools to achieve the program goals

—now far exceeds the available resources. The

and objectives. The program funds conservation

program leverages public funds to provide

easements, fee estates and fee simple purchases,

public amenities in ways that also benefit

and conservation easements, among other

private landowners, allowing many of the state’s

strategies.

forestry and agricultural operations to continue

Innovations and Accomplishments
The Maryland Rural Legacy Program has been
hugely successful since its creation 14 years ago,
and, as of April 2011, has protected over 70,000

to contribute to the Maryland economy while
ensuring that the land is protected for future
generations. The unusual marriage of public
and private sectors has opened new doors for
conservation in the state.

3

Maryland Department of Natural Resources. “BPW Approves Preservation of 1,073 Acres Through Rural Legacy Program.” http://
www.dnr.state.md.us/dnrnews/pressrelease2011/042011.asp.
4

Ibid.
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2) Florida Rural Lands Stewardship Program

designated as receiving areas. The credits could be

Overview and Context

used by the original landowners, but could also be

In the State of Florida, an innovative program to

bought, sold or traded.

manage growth in rural areas has been in place for
almost a decade. In 2001, the Florida Legislature
adopted the Rural Lands Stewardship Area (RLSA)
program at the state level to provide counties
with a mechanism for addressing development
pressures on rural areas and creating more

Beyond creating this system and establishing basic
criteria for receiving areas and credits, however,
the RLSA legislation was intended to be flexible
and to give counties a great deal of discretion to
craft specific programs and strategies appropriate
to their contexts. However, the legislation did

sustainable communities. The Collier County

require counties adopting RLSA programs to create

Rural Lands Stewardship Area (RLSA) Program,

overlays of their future land use maps as part of

made possible by this legislation, was created

the comprehensive planning process, ensuring a

in 2002 to prevent urban sprawl and to protect

nexus between long-term planning, growth and

environmentally sensitive lands and habitat.

protection of sensitive lands.

The Florida Legislature’s enabling legislation had
six primary goals:

How the Collier County RLSA Program Operates
Collier County’s RLSA Program, one of the first

Restoration and maintenance of the economic

created in the state, covers 195,000 contiguous

value of rural land;

acres of land under single ownership. The RLSA

Control of urban sprawl;

Program operates by transferring development

Identification and protection of ecosystems,
habitats and natural resources;

from this land into a designated sending area
within the Town of Ave Maria.5 The intent of the
program is to capture the value of rural lands and

Promotion of rural economic activity;

move this value into urban areas to help fund

Maintenance of the viability of Florida’s

the growth of towns where development is most

agricultural economy; and

appropriate and where infrastructure is needed. To
achieve this, the County created an RLSA Plan and

Protection of the character of rural areas of

Overlay to identify which lands would be protected,

Florida.

where development rights would be transferred

The legislation laid the groundwork for a
transferable rural land use credits system that could

and how the program would operate.

help to shift development rights from sensitive

The RLSA Program is part of a comprehensive

lands to more appropriate locations. These credits,

strategic plan to guide growth in the coming

called “stewardship credits,” could be used as a

decades. As a tool to manage growth and protect

form of currency to transfer development from

lands for conservation, the Collier County RLSA

land designated as sending areas to properties

Program’s goals are to:

5

Conservancy of Southwest Florida. “Vision and Mission.” http://www.conservancy.org/page.aspx?pid=576.
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Protect agriculture and prevent premature

receiving areas within Ave Maria. Several wildlife

conversion of agricultural land to

organizations had concerns about expanding

nonagricultural uses;

development in Ave Maria and how that growth

Direct incompatible uses away from wetlands

might impact the protected lands, but local

and upland habitat;
Enable the conversion of rural land to other

residents and businesses supported these
changes and they were ultimately adopted.

uses in appropriate locations; and

As a unique initiative that builds on the transfer

Discourage urban sprawl and encourage urban

of development rights concept to simultaneously

development that utilizes creative land use
planning techniques.6
Participation in the program is voluntary, and
only privately-owned lands in Collier County are
included.
The Collier County RLSA Program operates by

achieve conservation and growth goals, the Collier
County RLSA provides a snapshot of what can be
achieved when private landowners, public entities
and conservation organizations work together
towards a common end.
3)

Montana Legacy Project

providing credits to property owners who prevent

Overview and Context

or remove environmentally incompatible land

In the State of Montana, commercial timberland

uses from habitat lands that are designated as

is not only a critical part of local economies—for

“Stewardship Sending Areas” (SSAs), as described

decades, it has also provided an alternative to

in the state legislation. Conservation easements

development in many parts of the state, protecting

placed on the SSAs restrict the land to agricultural

critical habitats for species with wide home

uses in perpetuity. Landowners can then transfer

ranges. However, as this land moves out of active

these credits to designated urbanized areas within

forestry use, identifying alternative methods of

the Town of Ave Maria, where the credits can be

protecting ecologically significant landscapes

applied to higher density projects.

from development has become a key goal for

Innovations and Accomplishments

communities across the state.

Between 2007 and 2009, a five-year review of the

The Montana Legacy Project is a large-scale

RLSA Program was completed to evaluate the

partnership between the Nature Conservancy, The

program’s success and collect feedback from

Trust for Public Land, and Plum Creek. The project

the community on its goals and process. Based

is designed to conserve former timberlands that

on this review, the County opted to continue

form part of the Crown of the Continent, 10 million

the program, expanding the SSAs and the

acres of wildlands that stretch from Montana north

5

Collier County. “Collier County, Florida Rural Lands Stewardship Overlay.” http://www.colliergov.net/Modules/ShowDocument.
aspx?documentid=22383.
6

The Nature Conservancy. “The Montana Legacy Project: A New Era for Conservation.” http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/
regions/northamerica/unitedstates/montana/mlp.pdf.
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into Canada, and to provide contiguous habitat for

part through the support of a private donor who

many protected and endangered species. The area

offered $35 million to the Nature Conservancy for

is one of the most ecologically diverse and intact

the initiative.9

habitats in the nation.7 The initiative is intended to
keep targeted timberlands in single ownership and
undeveloped to support the many unique species
that rely on this habitat. The Project also protects
public recreational access to these lands for hiking,
hunting and other activities.8

Goals of the purchase included: keeping some
forests in active timber use to preserve jobs in the
region through sustainable forestry; protecting
waterways and fish and wildlife habitat; and
continuing to provide access to these lands for
recreational activities such as hiking, fishing and

How the Montana Legacy Project Operates

hunting. Protected habitats are home to grizzly

The Montana Legacy Project represents a

bears, lynx, wolverines, bull trout, and other

confluence of unique circumstances: significant

wide-ranging animals that rely on large-scale

acreage of valuable habitat land was owned by a

habitats for survival.

single owner who was willing to sell this land.

Innovations and Accomplishments

This represented an opportunity to establish

With the completion of the third phase of funding,

a partnership between the landowner and

the Montana Legacy Project became the largest

conservation organizations to transfer ownership of

private conservation purchase in history, protecting

this land in a single transaction—a highly unusual

thousands of acres of critical habitat adjacent to

situation, given that conservation of large-scale

Glacier National Park.9

tracts of land often involves negotiations with

Although The Nature Conservancy and The Trust

multiple owners over long periods of time.

for Public Land purchased the conserved lands,

The Nature Conservancy and The Trust for Public

the intent has never been for the land to remain in

Land partnered in this effort to purchase 310,000

their ownership. Instead, land will be transferred

acres of forestland in Missoula, Mineral, Lake and

over time to public entitites, including the Montana

Powell Counties near Swan Valley. The $490 million

Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP),

purchase was completed in three phases beginning

which has already purchased outright or received

in December 2008 and concluding in December

easements on over 44,000 acres. In the coming

2010. Funding came through a combination of

years, additional acreage will be transferred to FWP

public and private financing, including Qualified

or other public agencies to manage for ecological

Forestry Conservation Bonds, a public financing

and recreational value.

mechanism created by the 2008 Federal Farm Bill.
The final phase of the project was completed in

The project represents an unusual coalition
of public agencies, local, state and national

8

Missoulian. “Donor’s $35M funds Montana Legacy Project, but years of work remain.” http://missoulian.com/news/state-andregional/article_7d4631de-073e-11e0-aa8e-001cc4c03286.html.
9

The Nature Conservancy.
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governments, nonprofit organizations, and private

a key conservation tool to ensure that private

property owners working together to achieve an

property rights are respected. In addition, as

unparalleled level of protection for Montana’s

concerns about greenhouse gas emissions

forest lands through a creative approach to an

and natural resource consumption increase

outright purchase of land.

and federal, state and local budgets are more
constrained, TDR programs provide a tool

IV. LESSONS FOR GAINESVILLE AND
ALACHUA COUNTY
Alachua County has proven its abilities to
conserve important natural resources by working
with landowners and conservation groups in the
region using a variety of approaches. However,
the changing funding climate and limited
availability of funding through the “Florida
Forever” program may require agencies and
organizations to consider additional, creative
approaches to achieve conservation goals and to
protect priority lands.

for local governments to encourage more
sustainable development within existing
developed areas.
Provide opportunities for private
landowners to protect land, while
continuing commercial activities that do not
interfere with conservation. Conservation
easements for land in active agricultural,
recreational or forestry use are particularly
appealing for landowners who are interested
in conservation, but are still using land for
commercial activities. This hybrid solution
can permanently protect land while keeping

Encourage state and local governments

it in private ownership, and may also be

to seek out public-private conservation

more affordable for government or nonprofit

partnerships. Joint conservation efforts

organizations managing conservation activities.

between public and private sectors have
proven especially effective in the communities
featured above, and have helped to buffer
conservation activities from shifts in federal
and state funding and economic health.

Work with state and local government to
create tax benefits and other incentives
to encourage conservation. The federal
government provides tax incentives to make
it feasible for landowners to conserve their

Promote local transfer of development

lands. Coupled with additional benefits at

rights (TDR) programs to provide an

the state and local level, these incentives may

alternate means of financing conservation

provide the additional push needed to allow

of land while encouraging development

and encourage conservation of these lands in

within and near existing urban areas.

perpetuity.

When created correctly, TDR programs
allow private landowners to realize the full
development value of their land even as the
land itself is conserved. These programs are
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